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Nonlinear dispersion of avalanche upconversion
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Two-beam coupling measurements of an avalanche upconversion transition in concentrated Tm:LiYF4 confirm
that, despite the resonant nature of the excited-state optical interaction, the induced response is strongly
dispersive. This surprising characteristic is shown to be a general feature of avalanche polarization, with an
off-resonant process dominating the resonant response.  1997 Optical Society of America
In recent years simple implementations of two-beam
coupling interactions1 have been introduced for pre-
cision characterization of nonlinear coeff icients2 and
for studying slow radiative and nonradiative decay
processes within luminescent centers in solids.3 Here
we report results of nondegenerate two-beam coupling
(TBC) mediated by delocalized, cooperative dynamics
of impurity atoms on avalanche upconversion transi-
tions4 and use them to investigate an earlier indication
from research by Ni5 that avalanche nonlinearities are
primarily dispersive, in apparent disagreement with
existing models of resonant nonlinear response.6 We
confirm this general feature of avalanche nonlineari-
ties that nonresonant contributions dominate the non-
linear polarization of this type of resonant interaction
and point out several important applications.

Basic features of avalanche absorption were mod-
eled by Kueny et al.7 and others.8 Those authors
pictured the cross relaxation of one excited- and one
ground-state ion, which resulted in two excited-
intermediate-state ions, as a key step in the under-
lying nonlinear process leading to a chain reaction of
excitation driven by excited-state absorption. Ni9 sub-
sequently pointed out the essential role of migration
in the process, and numerous examples of avalanche
absorption have since been reported.10 Significant
applications have emerged in the areas of avalanche
upconversion lasers,11 amplif iers,12 and signal process-
ing.13 However, there have been few fundamental
studies of the nonlinear-optical response associated
with the avalanche itself. Here we provide direct
evidence that the real part of the nonlinear index
is much larger than the imaginary part, exactly in
resonance with the avalanche transition.

In conventional theories of nonlinear optics a single
strong input field in resonance with an allowed tran-
sition generates a purely absorptive change in the re-
sponse. On the other hand, at large detunings the
response is predicted to be dispersive. In avalanche
upconversion an interesting situation is encountered in
which two transitions are involved, one exactly on reso-
nance and one far off resonance, as indicated at the left
in Fig. 1(a). Intuitively, in the absence of coupling be-
tween the atoms one expects the resonant interaction
to dominate. Hence the nonlinear response should be
absorptive in character.

For coupled atoms, though, the situation is greatly
modif ied. Above avalanche threshold, cross relax-
ation provides a mechanism for heavily populating
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excited states even when the initial optical interaction
involving the ground state is far off resonance. The
populations in excited states and the value of the pre-
dicted threshold intensity show little or no dependence
on the weak ground-state absorption.5,14 However,
models that omit the ground-state transition alto-
gether predict only nonlinear properties associated
with the excited-state transition, which is purely
absorptive on resonance. Because the excited state
involved in the off-resonant ground-state transition
can nevertheless be significantly populated because of
avalanche processes, the polarization associated with
the ground-state optical interaction is unexpectedly
strong even when the ground-state absorption is
negligible.

Fig. 1. (a) Reduction of a multilevel avalanche system to
a two-level nonlinear system. Cross relaxation (curved
arrows) and decay (wiggly arrows) account for incoher-
ent pumping of excited states at large detunings from the
ground-state transition. (b) Calculation of the suscepti-
bility from Eq. (4). Solid dashed curves correspond to real
and imaginary induced indices, respectively. The parame-
ters used are G21  2 3 1012 s21 and g21  2 3 108 s21.
 1997 Optical Society of America
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To model this situation we replaced all but one ex-
cited state with an avalanche reservoir whose occupa-
tion is large but bears no particular phase relationship
to the polarization developed on the off-resonant tran-
sition between the ground state and level j2l. This
quasi-two-level model is shown at the right in Fig. 1(a).
Incoherent pumping and depletion of the reservoir are
justified in the limit of large D by the spontaneous na-
ture of the cross relaxation that populates state j2l and
by spontaneous decay processes among excited levels.
In steady state the equations of motion for the compo-
nents of the density matrix are

Ùr11  g21r22 2 Vv 2 L1  0 , (1)

Ùr22  2g21r22 1 Vv 1 L2  0 , (2)

Ù̃r21  2sG21 2 iDdr̃21 1 1/2iVs r22 2 r11d  0 . (3)

Here g21 and G21 are the population decay and the
optical dephasing rates, respectively. D  v 2 v21
is the detuning of the incident frequency v from
transition frequency v21 between levels j1l and j2l, V 
22m32Ẽyh̄ for f ields of the form E  Ẽ exps2ivtd 1

c.c., r̃21 is the slowly varying amplitude of the off-
diagonal element r21 defined by r21  r̃21 exps2ivtd,
and v is the imaginary part of r̃12  r̃21

p  u 1

iv. Closure requires that r11 1 r22 1 rr  1, where
reservoir population rr gives the total population
density circulating among excited states other than j2l.
In steady state L1  L2, and we assume that this rate
is proportional to occupation of the reservoir (L2  frr,
where f is the rate at which reservoir atoms decay to
level j2l).

The steady-state polarization P std  N Trs rmd 
P̃ svdexps2ivtd 1 c.c. can be determined from Eqs. (1)–
(3) and used to calculate an effective susceptibility
xeff according to P̃ svd  e0xeff svdẼ. xeff consists of
the usual linear susceptibility x s1dsvd and a nonlinear,
intensity-dependent part x

s3d
eff svd. The nonlinear part

is14

x
s3d
eff svd 

∑
4N jm12j4h̄23e0

21sD 2 iG21dG21yg21

sD2 1 G21
2dsD2 1 G21

2 1 jVj2G21yg21d

1
4N jm12j4h̄23e0

21sD 2 iG21ds1 1 2fyg21d
D2 1 G21

2 1 jVj2G21yg21
s rryjVj2d

∏
.

(4)

The first term in Eq. (4) corresponds to saturation
of a conventional two-level system, whereas the sec-
ond term arises from the incoherent pumping channel.
The relative contributions of the two terms for vari-
ous detunings D0  v 2 vba of the light wave from
the excited-state transition frequency vary consider-
ably. For small detunings fD0  D 2 svba 2 v21d ø 0g
the first term may be much smaller than the sec-
ond, because detuning from the ground-state transi-
tion under this condition sD  vba 2 v21d is necessarily
large for avalanche processes. In this case the nonlin-
ear susceptibility is dominated by a real contribution
that peaks at the excited-state resonance, as shown
in Fig. 1(b) sD0  0 $ D  20d. On the other hand,
when D  0 the first term can dominate, because rr
tends to zero abruptly sD0 fi 0d and the avalanche is
extinguished. This situation generates broad features
in the vicinity of the ground-state resonance fD  0
in Fig. 1(b)], where the real nonlinear index passes
through zero.

The total susceptibility is the sum of the off-resonant
ground-state polarization from Eq. (4) and the reso-
nant excited-state polarization that one obtains by
ignoring the ground-state transition. The analytical
results in Fig. 1(b) for optical susceptibility x

s3d
eff svd

based on microscopic avalanche dynamics can be com-
pared directly with measurable index changes ob-
served by two-beam coupling. In the weak probe limit,
experimental values for the Debye decay time t that
characterize the saturation process, as well as real and
imaginary parts n2

0 and n2
00 of the nonlinear refractive

index n2 [directly proportional to x
s3d
eff svd], can be deter-

mined from the analysis of TBC spectra.
Experiments were performed with a pump–probe

technique that we described previously, which makes
use of a stabilized dye laser.3 Only one improvement
over our earlier approach was implemented here. The
output was split into two beams propagating with po-
larizations parallel to the optic axis and a third beam,
which did not pass through the sample but provided an
intensity reference for a differencing signal amplifier

Fig. 2. Experimental two-beam coupling signals in
Tm:LiYF4 versus both pump–probe detuning and pump
intensity.

Fig. 3. Real (n2
0) and imaginary (n2

00) nonlinear indices
versus input intensity from data of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Plot of the dispersive (f illed diamonds) and ab-
sorptive (open circles) amplitudes of the TBC signals in
5% Tm:LiYF4 versus wavelength over a broad spectral re-
gion containing both ground- and excited-state transitions.
Inset: Enlargement of the avalanche resonance region at
648 nm. The slight skewing of the dispersive component
line shape with respect to the absorptive component is
due to the summation of ground- and excited-state po-
larization contributions. Data are uncorrected for sample
absorption.

to reduce common mode intensity noise by 40 dB. The
samples were single crystals of Tm:LiYF4 with concen-
trations of 1–12%. The strongest avalanche response
free of thermal grating contributions was obtained in
a 1.5% sample 5 mm in length, which we used to mea-
sure the intensity dependence reported here. A 5%
sample 3 mm in length was used for all the wide-
spectral-range measurements. Typical spectra re-
corded at various intensities are shown in Fig. 2. A
striking feature of these data is the rapid rise in
nonlinear response above a well-defined threshold
intensity near 20 kWycm2. The shapes of individual
spectral traces are well described by the superposition
of absorptive and dispersive components for a single
nonlinear resonance.3

The values of n2
0 and n2

00 determined from TBC
analysis are shown in Fig. 3. An abrupt rise in nonlin-
ear response occurs just above the avalanche threshold
at 20 kWycm2. Then, in the range 40–100 kWycm2,
both the real and the imaginary parts diminish slowly
because of saturation.14 The most interesting aspect
of these data is that the real part n2

0 of the induced in-
dex is much larger than the imaginary part n2

00. This
behavior is contrary to predictions of resonant response
in a two-level system.

These characteristics are nevertheless exactly these
predicted by Eq. (4) when processes such as cross
relaxation exist that permit incoherent pumping of an
excited state in the presence of off-resonant excitation
of ground-state centers. Figure 1(a) clearly shows
the change in nonlinear response predicted by our
model when incident light is tuned to a ground-state
absorption resonance sD  0d or to an excited-state
resonance sD0  0 $ D  20d. These results are in
excellent agreement with measurements (Fig. 4) that
show that n2

0 is zero at the 686.5 nm ground-state
resonance but nonzero and dominant at the 648.2-nm
excited-state (avalanche) resonance.
Our results show that the avalanche nonlinearity
observed in Tm:LiYF4 at 648.2 nm gives rise to beam
coupling with a sharp threshold and a dispersive
character at room temperature. The real and the
imaginary parts of the induced nonlinear index have
large magnitudes, of the order of 10214 m2yW. The
real index goes to zero as expected at ground-state reso-
nant wavelengths but is large and dominant over the
imaginary index at the excited-state (avalanche) reso-
nance. This behavior is consistent with a simple
density-matrix model, which reveals that the dis-
persive character of the nonlinear susceptibility is
a general feature of any system that experiences
significant pumping of an excited state at large
detunings from any ground-state resonance. This
dispersive nonlinearity could provide a new passive
self-mode-locking mechanism for avalanche upconver-
sion lasers and presents an intrinsic limitation to gain
in avalanche upconversion fiber amplifiers.
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